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A journey into the hell that is the War on Terror—a Heart of Darkness for the new century.

Former Army Special Forces soldier Jack Pilgrim has it all – big bucks, a successful security business with
plush government contracts, a beautiful wife. Then Pilgrim's partner, Merc Conrad, goes missing in
Afghanistan with a chunk of government cash and most of the company's assets. The CIA threatens to throw
Pilgrim in jail if he doesn't find Merc and return the money. Pilgrim knows his business--and his extravagant
lifestyle--are on the line, but Merc saved Jack's life three times while they served together in the Army in
Afghanistan. So Jack owes him. Big.

Determined to find Conrad, Pilgrim returns to Afghanistan. The country in chaos as the US prepares to pull
out. Pilgrim follows Merc's trail to the border area of Pakistan; with every step he seems to descend deeper
into a Dantesque hell. Rumor has it that Conrad has fielded a guerilla army and is hot on the trail of Osama
bin Laden. The further into the uncharted border zone Jack Pilgrim goes, the larger the legend of Merc
Conrad becomes. Warding off insurgent attacks and pockets of terror cells, Pilgrim's odyssey into the
Afghan badlands has him questioning his own reality, and the closer he seems to get to Conrad, the more
peril he faces. If Jack Pilgrim wants to get out of Afghanistan alive, he may need Merc Conrad now more
than ever.
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From reader reviews:

Charles Killough:

The book Leopards Kill make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make your capable
more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting stress or having big problem together with
your subject. If you can make studying a book Leopards Kill for being your habit, you can get far more
advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about several or all subjects. You
are able to know everything if you like open up and read a e-book Leopards Kill. Kinds of book are several.
It means that, science book or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this reserve?

Della McDonald:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different content. As you
may know that book is very important for us. The book Leopards Kill had been making you to know about
other information and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you.
The e-book Leopards Kill is not only giving you a lot more new information but also to become your friend
when you feel bored. You can spend your current spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship
together with the book Leopards Kill. You never truly feel lose out for everything in case you read some
books.

Jacqueline Morrison:

As people who live in typically the modest era should be up-date about what going on or info even
knowledge to make them keep up with the era that is always change and move forward. Some of you maybe
will update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming to
anyone is you don't know what kind you should start with. This Leopards Kill is our recommendation to
make you keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and want in this era.

Cheryl Lopez:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world could share their idea.
Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their very own reader with their story or
perhaps their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the books. But also they write about the ability
about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young ones,
there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their talent in
writing, they also doing some research before they write on their book. One of them is this Leopards Kill.
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